As a chemist and artist, I experiment with expressing environmental concerns on the most basic molecular levels. Using microscopes and collaborative laboratory data, I focus on the stress on DNA and proteins in the changing environment (Figure 1, 2). Collaborating with scientists, I create art based on specific scientific models. My process begins by adopting the old tradition of nature drawings that I modify by constantly searching for new materials. I take the small structures that we cannot see and gives them color and volume. I layer and magnify (Figures 1-3) the scientific imagery to human scale, preserving its biological integrity. Considering their frailty, I give a new presence to these previously invisible, living formations. The soft installations and fragile materials examine the delicate balance that is essential for bio-structures and their vitality (Figures 3-5).

Figure 1 Hidden Features (Protein Microscopy), 2019. Mixed media on paper and fabric, based on microscopy images by Prof. Onn Brandmann, Biology Dept, Stanford University, CA; 5×(92”×60”×30”).

Figure 2 Fine Sorting, 2019. Mixed media plastic installation based on Electrophoresis images by Prof. Onn Brandmann, Biology Dept, Stanford University, CA; 8×(92”×10”)+90×25”.

Figure 3 Dimensional Fragility, 2019. Mixed media on paper and fabric. Dimensions variable.
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